Chambers USA Recognizes Anderson Kill's Insurance Recovery Group for 10th Consecutive Year
For the tenth consecutive year, Anderson Kill has been named one of the nation’s top law firms nationally
for insurance dispute resolution by Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for Business. In addition,
the firm's New York office was ranked in the top tier for insurance dispute resolution, and its New Jersey
office was recognized for insurance litigation.
Anderson Kill clients cited in Chambers’ assessment find the firm to be “supremely capable, highly
responsive and highly effective” and “exceptionally thorough, they leave very few stones unturned.”
Another client said the firm offered "Everything I could have asked for and more: very dogged
determination, working toward a goal." Chambers itself describes the national practice as "A high-quality
team capable of handling multiparty disputes and taking on coverage matters in diverse areas."
Chambers also recognized the following attorneys in Anderson Kill's insurance recovery practice as
leaders in their field:
Robert M. Horkovich - Insurance: Dispute Resolution: Policyholder (National and New York)
William G. Passannante - Insurance: Dispute Resolution: Policyholder (National and New York)
Finley Harckham – Insurance: Dispute Resolution: Policyholder (New York)
Robert D. Chesler - Litigation: Insurance (New Jersey)
Steven Pudell – Litigation: Insurance (New Jersey)
Chambers clients described the "spectacular" Robert Horkovich, chair of Anderson Kill's insurance
recovery group, as a "passionate litigator" who possesses "outstanding skills at trying cases." Co-chair
William Passannante was deemed an "absolutely great" practitioner who "gets to the heart of the matter
and analyzes things. He picks up on things that even a risk manager might not." Finley Harckham was
described as a "very good, very smart" lawyer held in high regard by his peers.
Robert Chesler was described by one client as "one of the top attorneys New Jersey," and Steven
Pudell as a "bright and talented lawyer who is very responsive to clients' needs and inquiries."
For more information, please see Anderson Kill 2016 Chambers Rankings
About Anderson Kill
Anderson Kill practices law in the areas of Insurance Recovery, Commercial Litigation, Environmental
Law, Estate, Trusts and Tax Services, Corporate and Securities, Antitrust, Banking and Lending,
Bankruptcy and Restructuring, Real Estate and Construction, Foreign Investment Recovery, Public Law,
Government Affairs, Employment and Labor Law, Captive Insurance, Intellectual Property, Corporate
Tax, Hospitality, and Health Reform. Recognized nationwide by Chambers USA for Client Service and
Commercial Awareness, and best-known for its work in insurance recovery, the firm represents
policyholders only in insurance coverage disputes - with no ties to insurance companies and has no
conflicts of interest. Clients include Fortune 1000 companies, small and medium-sized businesses,
governmental entities, and nonprofits as well as personal estates. Based in New York City, the firm also
has offices in Ventura, CA, Philadelphia, PA, Stamford, CT, Washington, DC, and Newark, NJ.
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